Return to Operations
Safely and Sustainably

The Precision Medicine Approa

ch to COVID-19 Testing

When Your Organization Needs a
Real-time Decision Support System
Analyzing your employee or student population for an eﬀective return to
operations goes beyond COVID-19 testing to include enterprise-wide risk analysis,
planning, and implementation. With Coriell Life Sciences’ Return-to-Operations
Program, you get the Power In KnowingTM exactly when it’s time to return and how
to keep your organization running safely. The program incorporates the
necessary components to reopen by combining insight from:
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Program Benefits
Clear answers as to which facilities to reopen and when

Reduced risk of future business disruption

Signiﬁcantly reduced costs by knowing how to test,
who to test, and when to test

Action plan if someone tests positive
End-to-end implementation including member
engagement, communication, and logistics

Understanding of who is most at risk and how to
protect them

Comprehensive change enablement communications
plans provide ongoing support to returning
employees and students

Minimized likelihood of unreported infections

How It Works
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ANALYZE ORGANIZATIONAL
DATA BY INDIVIDUAL

•

Location of residence

•

Household members’ occupations

•

Reported symptoms

•

Location’s infection rate

•

Known medical conditions & diseases

•

Previous test dates & results

•

# of household members

2
Exposure

Outcomes

Test Status

RUN RISK
VECTOR ENGINE

Symptoms

Business Risk Threshold
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DETERMINE COVID-19 RISK
SCORES & ACTION PLANS
BY INDIVIDUAL
Individual can continue normal activity
and does not require testing at this time

Individual should be tested now

MEMBER 40
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MEMBER 41
MEMBER 42
MEMBER 43
MEMBER 44

REAL-TIME DECISION
SUPPORT TOOL
Individual employee status tracking
Employees mapped against updated
disease progression

MEMBER 45

Risk tolerance modeling in real-time
Progress at the Business Objective level

Request a demo today at
Coriell Life Sciences is your trusted advisor in genetic science.
On the cutting edge of precision medicine innovation, we partner
with customers to provide actionable solutions, informed by genetic
knowledge, to reduce healthcare costs and empower a healthier world.
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